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ABSTRACT

citations; fashion Web sites such as Polyvore enable their
users to design and share “style collages,” and Pinterest
boards collect images from across the Web, among many
potential examples.

Once undertaken primarily by museum professionals, the
activity of curatorship has been popularized via the Web.
Social media tools, such as YouTube playlists and Pinterest
Web bulletin boards, enable users to curate a diverse range
of materials for personal use and for broader publication.
But what makes one set of “curated” items more interesting
than another? In this paper, we show how findings from an
initial humanistic inquiry led to a lab-based user
experiment, and how combined insights from these studies
have illuminated new research streams in both humanistic
and design research modes.

While services for building personal digital collections have
proliferated, our understanding of these artifacts as forms of
user expression remains limited. Are all personal digital
collections the same? What characteristics distinguish
them? Two examples illustrate some of the possible
variations in collection types.
As the first example, “Dr.Dada,” the creator of a personal
collection on the Seattle Art Museum’s Web site, plucked
examples from diverse cultures, time periods, styles, and
media to illustrate the role of color in contributing to an
artwork’s aesthetic impression and emotional force [6, 9].
Dr.Dada articulated this position to other users by providing
detailed annotations that explained distinctive elements of
each selected resource and how these contributed to the
collection’s ideas about color. This exploration of color as a
boundary-spanning theme shows connections between
pieces that the museum’s own system of organization and
description does not emphasize.
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INTRODUCTION

To curate involves the thoughtful selection of a subset of
material from a larger collection of items, often to illustrate
a particular theme. Previously used most often in the
context of museum exhibitions, the notion of curatorship
has recently become ubiquitous. Food vendors at a flea
market are “curated”; bands at a music festival are
“curated” as well [20]. In the digital realm, curatorship
increasingly describes the selection, organization, and
description of online information, particularly when these
activities are conducted by users. By encouraging the
creation of personal digital collections, social media tools
enable the Internet community at large to curate a diverse
range of materials for both personal use and for broader
publication. GoodReads has “shelves” to arrange book

In contrast, the Seattle Art Museum user “laurenmurphy”
merely selects a list of museum favorites for her personal
collection, without elucidating a theme or other relationship
between the items [12]. While laurenmurphy’s collection
may be of use to its creator as a personal informationmanagement tool, say in planning or remembering a
museum visit, it does not speak as vividly to an outside
audience than Dr.Dada’s collection [8].
While libraries, archives, and museums have shown
particular interest in facilitating user-curated collections as
a means to encourage audience engagement with their
digital assets, the differences between these two examples
are significant for any attempt at exploiting the potential of
curated personal collections as a means of grappling with
the tremendous volume of Internet-accessible content [14].
In providing an intriguing, original point of view, personal
collections like Dr.Dada’s can expand access to digital
resources by operating as editorial filters. But not all
personal collections are as richly illuminating as Dr.Dada’s;
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many are opaque, like laurenmurphy’s, and, although they
are available to all on the Internet, operate more as private
lists than public expression. Is there a way to explain how a
personal digital collection like Dr.Dada’s differs from one
like laurenmurphy’s? What makes one collection of items
more expressive, and thus more interesting to an outside
audience, than another collection? These questions provide
the initial motivation for our work.

purpose of including highlights from the museum’s
permanent collection [16]. However, in item annotations,
the breadth of michelem’s remarks and her fluent references
to contemporary styles (Dada, Pop, Action Painting) mark a
distinct, educated authorial persona, with a sophisticated
eye. This sense of original vision distinguishes michelem’s
collection from the blandness of a “favorite things”
collection like laurenmurphy’s, although the collection
purpose is similar. The final characteristic, emotional
intimacy, involves the revelation of personal feeling as a
means to greater understanding of the collection’s contents.
As an example, the author of an item annotation in the
Smith College Art Museum’s ID Tags project explores
complex, contradictory feelings of race and class difference
occasioned by a painting in the collection. The initial
textual analysis concludes that skilled deployment of these
characteristics, achieved through the selection, description,
and arrangement of collection items, can enable personal
collections to attain the combination of control and
ambiguity that Umberto Eco calls the poetry of lists [7]. A
poetic list, for Eco, illuminates the conceptual space in
which its items find themselves juxtaposed; in enacting a
sense of coherence upon its contents, it shows intellectual,
emotional, and aesthetic depth that reaches beyond the
significance of any individual element. Paradoxically,
perhaps, in providing an interpretive frame that suggests a
distinctive character for the items it contains, a poetic list
bestows a sense of infinity upon the bounded limits of its
parts.

INVESTIGATING PERSONAL DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
AS EXPRESSIVE ARTIFACTS: A HUMANISTIC
APPROACH

One way of approaching this problem space is by analogy
with other forms of creative expression, such as poetry or
cinema. The humanities have long scholarly traditions that
engage such questions through systematic, critical inquiry.
One result of this form of scholarship is to develop a
sophisticated vocabulary to describe different textual effects
(using here the sense of “text” as any communicative
artifact) that contribute to overall expression, as well as to
detail how those effects might be produced. For example, a
poem might use figurative language, such as metaphor and
allusion, to concentrate a complex idea in a few evocative
words, or a film might use montage to convey the passage
of time. Humanistic criticism in this vein provides a
nuanced, rigorous interpretation of expressive artifacts [1].
The use of humanistic criticism as a complement to other
forms of inquiry has been suggested as a productive
addition to HCI [2, 13]. Such research can, for example,
develop a vocabulary for describing expressive effects
(such as idea compression) and the mechanisms used to
create those effects (such as figurative language). Lowgren
and Stolterman provide an example of this in their idea of
“use qualities” for interactive artifacts [13].

FROM HUMANISTIC INQUIRY TO USER STUDY

The initial humanistic study provides a preliminary critical
vocabulary to more systematically explain how personal
digital collections work as expressive artifacts. It further
contends that collections exhibiting the three expressive
characteristics are “poetic” in Eco’s sense, which makes
them interesting to a public audience as a form of creative
work. Dr.Dada’s collection, for example, shows all three
characteristics, while laurenmurphy’s does not display any.

Expressive Characteristics of Personal Digital
Collections

In work initially reported elsewhere, Feinberg followed an
approach similar to Lowgren and Stolterman in suggesting
a set of characteristics that distinguish expressive personal
digital collections like Dr.Dada’s [9, 13]. This humanistic
study employed textual analysis to propose three qualities
that contribute to collection expressiveness: eclectic goals
for collecting and describing, a unique authorial voice, and
engagement with emotional experience [9]. The
characteristic of eclectic purpose involves a distinctive,
original motive for selecting the items within the collection.
For example, a collection of citations to library materials
gathered by a user at the University of Pennsylvania’s
library recommends, for medical students in a clinical
decision-making class, resources that adhere to standards of
evidence-based medicine, thus arguing, in a sense, for a
data-driven approach to medical practice [18]. This
advocacy of a particular clinical perspective forms an
original purpose for the collection. The characteristic of
voice involves the presentation of a unique authorial
persona. As an example, the collection of another Seattle
Art Museum user, “michelem,” has the fairly generic

While we do not want to imply that humanistic inquiry
merely provides a starting point from which other research
questions might emerge, in this case, the vocabulary of
three expressive characteristics prompted us to consider the
user-curator’s project of collection design. The initial study
focused on the domain of libraries, archives, and museums,
and in that cultural heritage context, sponsoring institutions
actively seek user involvement in activities such as building
personal digital collections as a means of collaboratively
generating new knowledge with the user community [15].
However, these institutions don’t provide instructions or
examples for creating user collections. Beginning to think
from a design perspective, we wondered: are users like
laurenmurphy creating the collections they do because
that’s what they want to create, or because they aren’t
aware of the expressive potential of the collection as a
document form? Just as writers are often advised to read
others’ work in order to develop their own skills, would
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interacting with example collections have any effect on how
potential users understand and create personal digital
collections?

without necessarily watching them, we developed a set of
browsing categories for each collection and cataloged the
videos with the following additional metadata:

To approach these related notions, we conducted a user
study that provides initial data regarding the following more
specific questions:

x Title.

x For what purposes do people create their own and use
others’ personal digital collections?
x How do people conceptualize the design process for
creating personal digital collections?

x Abstract, to describe the video’s arguments and
documented action, including important participants,
location, and other contextual information to help the
viewer understand the video’s significance.

x How does exposure to examples of “poetic” collections
like Dr.Dada’s affect how people create their own
collections?

x Responsible entities, including on-screen participants,
director, producer, sponsoring institution (e.g., the TED
conference), and original broadcast context (e.g., PBS).

We determined that a lab-based experiment was the best
means to investigate these questions. We wanted to see how
people approached the collection design task on their own,
whether or not they had created collections in the past, and
we wanted to assess and compare collections that they
created. We then wanted to see if interacting with “poetic”
collections, ones that exhibited all three of the expressive
characteristics from the earlier study, changed participants’
conceptions of the task, or the characteristics of the
collections that they created. A simple within-subjects
design accommodates these goals.

x A creation date and/or broadcast date.

METHOD

Participants were instructed on the OVDLT interface using
a demonstration video collection of classic cartoons. As
part of this instruction, participants created a practice
playlist. Then, participants were introduced to one of the
test collections (odd-numbered participants saw the Texas
collection first, while even-numbered participants saw the
Sustainability collection first) and asked to create their own
collection with the test library, according to a brief task
scenario. These scenarios provided a skeletal purpose for
collection building: either to demonstrate the uniqueness of
Texas or to motivate people to be more sustainable.
Following a brief interview, participants were then shown
two “poetic” examples of personal collections based on the
same library they had just been working with. To provide a
sense of context, each example was accompanied by a brief,
fictitious sketch of the collection’s “creator.” After
reviewing the examples, participants provided their
impressions of the sample collections and compared them
to the collection they had just made. Next, participants were
introduced to the second test library and asked to create a
second personal collection, following the same instructions
as when they created the first collection. A final interview
concluded the session.

x Sentence summary, to encapsulate the primary argument
or action.

The metadata was created according to a detailed set of
content rules to ensure consistency across records. To avoid
undue influence in participants’ interpretations of the
videos, catalogers were directed to avoid evaluative
judgment. (As an example, describing the Austin, TX
landmark of Barton Springs as “beautiful” was excised
from a video abstract as an inappropriate assessment.)
Entries were copyedited by a single proofreader to
harmonize deviations in approach.
Study Protocol

To prepare a controlled environment for our study, we
created two themed video libraries, implemented using the
open source Open Video Digital Library Toolkit (OVDLT),
an easy-to-use digital library system for video that includes
facilities for users to create personal collections (called
playlists in the OVDLT interface) [10]. The OVDLT
playlist feature enables users to title a collection, to add
videos to it, and to include a description of the playlist as a
whole, as well as individual annotations for each video.
Users cannot rearrange videos in the list once added; in the
study, we instructed participants to plot an order in advance
if they wanted to specify an arrangement for their
collection.
Study Libraries

In selecting themes for our test libraries, we identified
broad, complex subject areas within which users might
form a variety of ideas and opinions, to provide a fertile
ground for the potential creation of interesting collections.
We decided on “Sustainability” and “Texas” as subject
domains with wide-ranging expressive potential (citizens of
Texas, where our study was conducted, tend to have intense
pride in their state, in a way that differs from other states in
the U.S.; new residents respond to this in different ways).

Study Example Collections

Our sample collections were created to embody the three
expressive characteristics identified in the initial humanistic
study and to display different approaches to the subject
matter at hand. Each example went through multiple rounds

We collected videos on these topics from around the
Internet, focusing on material to represent a diverse array of
subject matter, ending up with 51 videos in the Texas
collection and 94 videos in the Sustainability collection. To
enable study participants to explore and select videos
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Figu
ure 1: Goodbyee Texas sample collection

Figgure 2: The Beaauty of Sustainaability sample ccollection

oof developmen
nt by the reseaarch team. Th
he final samplles
w
were assessed for expressiveeness by at leeast three raterrs,
ffollowing the same protocolls used for paarticipant-created
ccollections (desscribed in the next
n section off this paper). For
F
thhe Texas collection, our two samples were::

multiplle rich data souurces: two digital collectionss as well as
associaated interview
ws. Seven partiicipants were age 25 or
under, four were in thhe range of 26 to 40, and onee was older
than 566. There weree nine women and three menn, and nine
particippants were asssociated with the Universityy of Texas,
while tthree had no aacademic affilliation. Of the university
particippants, three weere in the Schoool of Informattion, two in
busine ss, two in psycchology, and oone from naturaal sciences.
ff member in ttechnology resources. A
The laast was a staff
prelimiinary coding scheme was developed baased on an
inventoory review off all interview
w transcripts, and each
transcrript was codedd by two reseearchers, with additional
codes aadded as necesssary.

x The Non-Tex
xan’s Guide to
o Austin (an excerpt
e
from th
he
collection’s overall
o
description reads: “I hope
h
this playliist
provides an inspiration for an enjoyablee exploration of
y!”)
this great city
x Goodbye Tex
xas (an excerp
pt from the colllection’s overaall
description reads:
r
“This collection
c
of videos
v
describ
bes
only some off the many reassons I hate thiss state.”)
F
For the Sustain
nability collectiion, our two sam
mples were:

D
DATA ANALYS
SIS

Analyzzing the collecctions posed m
methodological challenges
associaated with the iinterdisciplinarry genesis of thhis project.
As eexplained viaa humanisticc inquiry, expressive
charactteristics of ecclectic purposse, authorial vvoice, and
emotioonal intimacy aare not discrette, measurablee attributes,
and it can certainly be seen as prroblematic to investigate
creativve expression with sociall-science dataa analysis.
Tryingg to rate, for eexample, the reelative expresssiveness of
Hamleet and Othello would be meeaningless. Stiill, for the
design context of ouur user study, we needed to determine
reasonaably consistennt dimensions for comparisoon, even if
our coonclusions coould only ideentify large ddifferences
betweeen groups of collections, rrather than suubtle ones
betweeen individual instances. Acccordingly, ouur goal in
develooping a collecttion assessmennt protocol wass to obtain
mparing divergently expressivve artifacts
reliablee data for com
(e.g., ccomparing Haamlet to a groocery list) as oopposed to
compaaring similarlyy expressive aartifacts (e.g., Hamlet to
Othelloo, or even onee grocery list to another). W
We believe
that wee can consistenntly describe diistinctions at thhis level.

T
Twelve particiipants compleeted the proto
ocol. While th
his
ssample was nott large, it was appropriate
a
forr the preliminaary
nnature of our sttudy. Moreoveer, each particiipant contributed

Our aassessment pprocess looked at each expressive
charactteristic in tturn and deescribed how
w it was
demonnstrated in a ccollection throough resourcee selection,

x The Beauty
y of Sustainab
bility (an ex
xcerpt from th
he
collection’s overall
o
descrip
ption reads: “W
Why do so man
ny
sustainable practices
p
result in beautiful ob
bjects?”)
x What Does It
I Take to Be Sustainable? (an
( excerpt fro
om
the collection’s overall deescription reads: “I've selected
uestion them. Is buying chiips
most of thesse videos to qu
packaged in a bag made off more recycled material reallly
a sustainablee practice?”
F
Figure 1 showss the overall deescription and one
o video for th
he
G
Goodbye Texaas sample, the most extremee position of th
he
ffour examples, while Figure 2 shows a simiilar excerpt fro
om
T
The Beauty of Sustainability,, which takes a more moderaate
pperspective on its subject matter.
m
(The tittle and senten
nce
ssummary for th
he video, in plaain text, are au
utomatic imporrts
ffrom the test library’s metadaata, and appearr in any playlist;
thhe italicized teext shows a useer-contributed annotation
a
to th
he
sstandard metad
data.)
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resource description, and arrangement. First, assessors
described, in free text, how the collection manifested each
characteristic (e.g., “describe the purpose that you
identify”). For selection and description, assessors applied
codes for each instance within the collection where a
particular aspect of selection or description seemed to
contribute to the identified purpose. Description codes
identified both the substance of content, with codes such as
“experiences” and “feelings” and the means by which
content was expressed, such as “sentence structure.”
Selection codes addressed video content, genre (like a
lecture or a demonstration), goal (like education or
advocacy), and the creator. For arrangement, assessors
described any effects in free text. Finally, assessors
assigned a rating on a scale of 1-10 for each characteristic
and for overall expressiveness.

Overwhelmingly, however, participants considered personal
collections as private information-management tools and
not as public expression. These findings confirm those of
[12] that users of museum personal collection services
consider their collections as private favorites. In other
words, most users do not have an existing conception of the
expressive possibilities of personal digital collections.
Our second research question asked how users
conceptualize the process of creating personal digital
collections. The initial humanistic study suggested that
meaning is generated through the selection, description, and
arrangement of resources in a collection, and that those
communicative mechanisms can be manipulated to produce
the expressive characteristics of original purpose, distinct
authorial voice, and emotional intimacy. Our participants
focused on selection in creating their collections. No one
mentioned description or arrangement except when
prompted by an interviewer. Only six out of the 24 total
collections employed descriptive annotations; only one
participant plotted out a careful order for a collection.

FINDINGS

Our first research question asked why people create
personal digital collections of any sort, and what benefit
they might see for looking at others’ collections. Seven
participants, or roughly half, indicated that they had created
some sort of publicly available personal collection, such as
a YouTube playlist. All these participants mentioned
personal information management as the motivation for
creating collections. A typical explanation for creating a
collection, in this case a YouTube playlist, was:

Participants did, however, employ a sophisticated array of
selection criteria in creating playlists. Many considered
various aspects of video content, including personal interest
in the subject matter, appeal to an imagined audience, and
applicability to the participant’s strategy regarding the
scenario task (for example, a number of participants wanted
to select videos that showed diverse aspects of Texas, as a
means of interpreting the scenario’s direction to “create a
playlist that shows the distinctive character of Texas”).
Often these criteria were used together, such as considering
both personal interest and audience appeal, as the following
quotation illustrates:

Participant 10: So that if I were to come back to it... If I
were to have an interest in coming back and viewing
this content, that it'll be easier to... It'll be right there
for me, basically, as opposed to having to go back to
YouTube home, do the search again, select the content
again, so...
Interviewer: But did you think about sharing the
resources with anyone, or just sort of...?

Participant 6: So, like there's a thing in there about
some guy in Atlanta. Well, I went to school in Atlanta.
So, I put that in there because, you know, it's about
food and Atlanta, and I like that. And I feel like people
are very into being healthy, as well and I also went to
both of those interests, potentially.

Participant 10: No, not really.
No participants created collections specifically for other
people to look at. Eight participants mentioned using
collections created by others, but they primarily did so to
simplify retrieval based on existing, identified information
needs. This participant’s experience was typical:

Table 1 shows the selection criteria for all collections.
Selection criteria

Participant 11: ...on YouTube, some people would
compile, like, for example, a playlist of a certain artist,
and I would just check that out so I wouldn't have to
scramble and look for songs of one artist.

# of Collections
Referenced
(n=24)

Fits participant task strategy
Personal interest in content
Audience appeal (seen as interesting,
informative, amusing, etc., to others)
Credibility of video creator, sponsor
Video length
Video popularity (as automatically
generated by the OVDLT software)

A few participants described using others’ playlists to
potentially discover new interests, often in relation to
music. This participant discussed using other peoples’
playlists on a music site, Groove Shark:
Participant 7: To find new music and see...because if
someone else has liked a certain song that I like then I
think maybe they have similar tastes and they've found
new music that I can like as well.

Table 1. Participants’ selection criteria
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Task 2 collections, mean
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Expressiveness

7.9
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.9
1.5
3.2
2.0

Ratings
Purpose

9.1
4.3
4.4
4.2
3.9
4.0
4.7
5.0

Voice

Emotion

8.7
2.3
2.0
2.5
1.5
1.0
3.1
3.0

6.5
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.1
1.0
2.0
1.0

Total # Codes Assigned
Selection
Description

23.8
10.7
10.9
10.5
8.0
7.5
13.4
10.0

43.5
4.1
3.9
4.3
2.8
0
5.4
1.5

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for participant collection assessments

When participants discussed what they liked about their
collections, they invariably mentioned selection-based
characteristics, often referring to a good balance of topics,
as in this participant remark:

selection to a collection’s expressiveness were difficult to
identify without additional descriptive elements, such as a
title to convey the collection’s purpose or annotations to
clarify how videos contribute to the collection’s theme.
Descriptive statistics for the collection assessments, shown
in Table 2, bear this out.

Interviewer: So what do you like about this collection
that you ended up with?

Acknowledging that these assessments only show rough
comparisons between collections, the differences between
examples and participant collections are strongly marked.
Participant collections are much less expressive, as
determined by the raters, than the examples, and the
differences hold for all three of the expressive
characteristics. Raters noted extensive use of descriptions in
the example collections, while the participant collections
showed dramatically fewer description effects. Differences
between Texas and Sustainability participant collections
were negligible. There was a very modest rise between
Task 1 and Task 2. (After Task 1, participants had
examined the examples and been asked to compare them to
the first collection they made.) However, there was also
more deviation between collections in Task 2 than for Task
1, as showed by the wider difference between average and
median for overall expressiveness with Task 2. While a few
participants achieved more expressive collections for Task
2, the findings suggest, most did not.

Participant 5: I think it's a good range of topics
relating to sustainability and probably doable topics.
While participants thought carefully about resource
selection, description and arrangement were afterthoughts,
if considered at all. A single participant, P12, mentioned
taking care with the order of his second collection. These
efforts were noticed by both assessors of this collection,
who interpreted the arrangement in similar ways:
Rater 1: This arrangement expresses a purpose in
going from the broad aspects of Texas and its
patriotism, to its geography, before concluding with
more specific cultural practices.
Rater 2: I think the playlist goes from general (Texas
songs, landscapes) to specific places (specific locations
and businesses in Texas).
However, both raters noticed the arrangement and ascribed
meaning to it primarily because it aligned with an overall
collection description, which read:

Regarding our third research question, exposure to poetic
collections did not seem to change how participants
approached their design task. However, despite consistency
in their own design processes, 11 out of 12 participants
noted the use of descriptions in examples. Further, all of
these 11 noted at least one expressive characteristic in the
examples (not, of course, using this terminology, which was
never introduced to the participants). All 11 mentioned
purpose, 10 noticed voice, and 4 referred to emotion. These
findings are especially significant given that few of the
participants had previously used others’ collections for
reasons beyond simplification of retrieval tasks, and none
mentioned encountering, in their own experience, personal
digital collections that were interesting from the standpoint
of creative expression.

A compilation of sights and sounds (and smells) of Texas.
From the Panhandle to South Padre, the Republic of Texas
is a country all in its own.
As the first rater wrote, “the general to the specific in the
playlist progression combined with the description”
contributed to the collection’s expressiveness; without the
description, the arrangement’s force would have been lost.
However, the participant did not mention writing this
annotation during the interview; it wasn’t apparently
important to point out.
Together, these findings suggest that for the participants,
developing resource collections primarily involves
selection; description and arrangement play minor parts if
any. However, for the raters, the contributions made by
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IIn the following exchange, a participant notes how th
he
G
Goodbye Texaas sample used
d videos to create a form of
eexpression. The participant refers
r
to the saample’s purpo
ose
((to criticize Teexas) and its voice
v
(the persson who created
thhe list “came to life”):
Participantt 1: These reallly come to liffe. Mine are ju
ust
kind of bla
and. . . The ann
notations, I feell, make you wa
ant
to look at them.
t
. . Also, the
t person crea
ating the playlist
comes to life
l too. Especiially in this “G
Goodbye Texass”
one. Her op
pinions.
Intervieweer: Anything elsse you can thin
nk of about tho
ose
lists compa
ared to your lissts or compareed to each otherr?
Participantt 1: Well. With
h this list, a number of videeos
that I didn't put on my lisst because my political/cultur
p
ral
n to them, thiis person chosse.
values aree in opposition
And then used
u
for her ow
wn means, to point
p
out certa
ain
things abou
ut Texas.
Intervieweer: So do you feeel like they wo
ould maybe have
a different meaning if it wasn't...
w
Participantt 1: Well, she's looking at theem with a criticcal
eye.

Figure 3: Partiicipant 1’s sustaainability collecction

Intervieweer: OK.

exampples suggests thhat multiple doocument genress may exist
within the larger sspace of personal digital ccollections.
ways that
Regardding activitiees, differencees in the w
particippants approacched interactiing with thee example
collecttions and creatting their ownn collections suuggest that
readingg and writing activities may vary by genree, and both
these activities migght benefit frrom different forms of
we describe tw
wo streams
interfacce support. Inn this section, w
of addditional researcch that lead ffrom these obbservations.
One sttream returns tto the domain of the humaniities, while
the othher takes a desiign approach.

Participantt 1: And I didn
n't include them
m because I was
w
looking at them with a crritical eye. Nott thinking, "Oh
h, I
ate them." And try to get someebody else to see
could crea
them from a different poiint. And I liked
d that about it.
T
This participan
nt thoughtfully
y explains how
w the Goodby
ye
T
Texas annotatio
ons work to “ccreate” the seleected videos in
na
nnew way, sugg
gesting a new
w interpretation
n for the readeer.
T
The participan
nt also notes that she had not previoussly
cconsidered usin
ng the form of a personal dig
gital collection to
m
make a statem
ment in that way.
w
Despite this
t
recognitio
on,
hhowever, Particcipant 1 did no
ot change her design approach
ffor her second
d collection. She
S didn’t usee annotations in
eeither collectio
on, and both assessors assig
gned an overaall
eexpressiveness rating of 1 forr both her colleections. Figuree 3
sshows Particcipant 1’s second colllection, titled
““sustainability”” (the text in th
he playlist is sttandard metadaata
ffrom the test viideo library; no
o annotations were
w used).

Collec
ctions as artifa
acts: understa
anding the ran
nge of
genre diversity

The innitial humanisstic investigatiion consideredd personal
digital collections as a single gennre, given thee structural
similarrities betweenn all instances of this fform. The
differeences between lists that exhibbited the three expressive
med to be
charactteristics and those that ddid not seem
differeences of degree, rather than indicative of speciation.
Similarrly, when Eco discusses praggmatic and poeetic lists, he
notes tthat distinctionns between thee two can be vague and
contestted, due to theeir essential clooseness of form
m. For Eco,
a pragm
matic list can bbecome poetic if it is perceived as such,
a notioon echoed by W
William Daviees King in desscribing his
lifelongg obsession w
with collecting eephemera, succh as cereal
boxes and business cards [7, 11]. King’s “colllections of
nothingg” obtain meaaning through an authoriallyy informed
proces s of accumulaation; his cereeal boxes becoome poetic
when sset against thee context of Kiing’s life experience as a
collecttor, as conveyyed through hiis book. In onne episode,
King’ss boxes gain aanother layer of meaning aas they are
reorgannized with thee assistance of his children. IIn contrast,

D
DISCUSSION

O
Our work conffirms that peo
ople tend to th
hink of person
nal
ddigital collections, both theiir own and th
hose created by
b
oothers, as infformation-man
nagement toolls, and not as
ddocuments to be read forr enjoyment or
o illuminatio
on.
H
However, when
n confronted with
w collection
ns that were leess
liike tools and more like do
ocuments, in the
t form of our
o
eexamples, the participants were able to
t “read” theem
ffluently, witho
out prompting
g or instructio
on on our paart.
T
These findings are revealing on two complementary levells:
thhat of the arttifact, and thaat of activitiees involving th
he
aartifact. On the artifact level, the distinctions
d
th
hat
pparticipants maade in talking about
a
their colleections and ou
ur
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if the boxes were discovered on their own in a crowded
storage space, their poetry would be elusive.

our participants created, may additionally contribute to
genre theory itself, expanding our ideas of what genres
constitute and how they manifest.

Findings from the user study, however, suggest that
different types of personal digital collections might instead
constitute distinct artifact genres. In current genre theory, a
genre comprises not just recognizable, consistent structural
elements (such as line breaks in a poem or the salutation in
a letter) but a shared purpose that such conventions serve,
as maintained and modulated by a group of skilled writers
and readers; as such they are a form of social action [5, 17]
Joanne Yates, for example, discusses how the genre of the
memo both reflected and helped shape emerging corporate
business practices in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth
century United States [21]. Memos, among other functions,
provided a structure for data to be summarized and
decisions quickly made on that basis.

Activities with collections: interface support for reading
and writing

While a systematic genre analysis of personal digital
collections is an exciting research prospect, even the basic
insights from the user study’s findings, absent further
investigation, point towards fruitful possibilities for
interaction design of collection functionality. If we
hypothesize from this study that collections for personal
information management require a different approach to
reading and writing than audience-focused collections for
public expression, we can use this supposition to inform
design experiments.
If we imagine that a digital library, for example, wants to
take advantage of its user community to “curate” personal
collections as a means of exploratory access, our hypothesis
suggests that readers and writers of these potentially
complex documents will be better supported in their
activities if privately oriented lists of favorites and hastily
saved search results are separated from collections
specifically crafted for an outside audience. For readers,
this clarifies the goals with which one productively
approaches such collections: discovery, enjoyment, and
intellectual engagement, for example, and not directed
retrieval tasks. For potential writers, the benefits are
twofold. First, aspiring writers can access a repertoire of
examples to illustrate the potential of the form, in a
persistent way, as opposed to the single encounter of our
study. Second, this approach emphasizes a clear audience
and publication venue. If a reader only encounters
expressive collections opportunistically, then there is little
confidence that, as a writer, one’s efforts will be received
by an audience, and the motivation to create lessens. From a
“writing” perspective, creators who are interested in using
collections as private information-management tools do not
require sophisticated features for description and
arrangement, or do not need such features to be
emphasized. But writers of audience-focused public
collections can be supported in achieving the three
expressive characteristics by integrating the activities of
selection, description, and arrangement, and by
incorporating opportunities for instruction within the
interface.

Our participants read the sample collections and their own
creations in strikingly different ways. While Participant 1,
for example, cogently described how the Goodbye Texas
collection differed from her own first collection attempt,
she made no attempts to change her design strategy for the
second design task. One explanation for this apparent
dissonance is that the participant instinctively viewed her
own collection as a different type of artifact from the
sample, with different characteristics and a different
purpose. A chance remark from another participant further
hints at such distinctions. This participant mentioned that
she used the social media service GoodReads for personal
information-management purposes, “to keep track of the
books she was reading.” However, she experimented with
Google Boutiques, where users create fashion collages that
illustrate their personal style, in a different way, saying
“that's just more of like a fun thing that I do.” Such
comments point to different goals, expectations, and actors
in a different social context, suggesting separate genres for
the two collection types, private information-management
tool and audience-focused public expression.
One area for further research involves more comprehensive
survey of the personal digital collection landscape, across
subject domains (fashion, books, music, academic citations,
to name a few) and sponsoring institutions (nonprofit and
for-profit variations), to get a better sense of the shape of
these two potentially distinct genres (and, indeed, to see if
additional genres become apparent) and how they relate to
each other. Genre analyses of this sort have been performed
by rhetoricians such as Clay Spinuzzi and Anis Bawarshi,
and by functional linguists such as Vijay Bhatia [19, 3, 4].
A project to map the range of genre diversity in the
personal digital collection space is interesting for reasons
beyond interaction design of collection services, although it
may be productive there as well. Understanding the genre
distinctions between forms that appear very similar, and
that may be created as part of the same social media
service, with the same tools, as in the examples of Dr.Dada
and laurenmurphy, or in our sample collections and those

We can test this hypothesis by developing design
prototypes that structure a mode of reading and writing
optimized for audience-focused public collections, to
separate them from privately focused lists. Figure 4 shows
part of a prototype we are developing to illustrate how such
support could be integrated into a digital library or
collection-oriented Web site. In future work, we intend to
use this prototype to explore the potential of systemsupported collection design.
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Figure 4: Tw
wo parts of a pro
ototype to supp
port writing actiivities for audieence-focused pu
ublic collectionss, separate from
m private
information-ma
anagement collections. First, the user drags videos
v
into tentaative collectionss (left). The app
plication next prrompts the
user to describe the items and
d refine arrangeement. In a subssequent step (noot shown) the u
user makes and describes final selections.
B
BEYOND THE COLLECTION
N: CURATORS
SHIP AS
E
EXPERIENCE

throuugh digital m
materials andd digital envvironments
contrribute to the cchanging naturre of these exxperiences?
Suchh questions represent furrther opportuunities for
interddisciplinary effforts, such as this one, thhat employ
humaanistic criticall inquiry to illuminate an interaction
desiggn space.

T
This study sho
ows how concceptual undersstanding of an
n
innformation arrtifact, the personal
p
digittal collection,,
dderived from critical
c
inquiry
y in the human
nistic tradition,,
ccan inform th
he goals of a user study, and how thee
uunderstanding gained from both
b
these inveestigations can
n
lead to better understanding
u
of
o a design spaace. The initiall
hhumanistic stud
dy provided a new understaanding of how
w
ppersonal digitall collections caan marshal exp
pressive power.
F
From this user study, we hav
ve gained addiitional insightss
aabout the artiffacts under in
nvestigation: th
he distinctionss
bbetween private information--management collections
c
and
d
aaudience-focused expressive collections aree perhaps even
n
ggreater than in
nitially supposed. Moreoveer, we have a
ssense these tw
wo different artifacts
a
(poten
ntially distinctt
ggenres) employ
y different mo
odes of reading and writing,,
aand thus require separate interrface support.
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